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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease is a progressive disorder of the central nervous system affecting movement and 

inducing tremors and stiffness. It has 5 stages to it and affects more than 1 million individuals every year in 

India. This is chronic and has no cure yet. It is a neurodegenerative disorder affecting dopamine-producing 

neurons in the brain.With the increase in the severity of the disease, the patient's voice gets more and more 

deteriorated. The non-invasive treatments for voice analysis are available that helps in ameliorating the life 

quality of a patient. Thus, for building the telemonitoring and telediagnosis models for prediction, the speech 

analysis has been tremendously increased. The proper interpretation of speech signals is one of the important 

classification problems for Parkinson’s disease diagnosis. Deep learning and machine learning techniques 

have been used as a part of the discovery for the efficient classification of PD. The various classification 

models like support vector machines, naive Bayes, deep neural networks, decision tree and random forest are 

effectively employed for classification purposes.The analysis of results of different research works showed that 

both machine learning and deep learning algorithms have shown promising future and therefore paving a 

better way for the detection of Parkinson’s disease at its earlier stages. The classification accuracy achieved 

by the machine learning classifier. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Parkinson's disease (PD) is currently the second most frequent neurodegenerative disease, after Alzheimer disease. 

Generally, there are two kinds of symptoms of PD, motor symptoms and non-motor symptoms. The main motor symptoms 

of PD are tremor, slowness of movement (bradykinesia), stiffness (rigidity), and poor balance (postural instability). Non-

motor symptoms mainly include mood disorders, cognitive dysfunction, pain, sensory dysfunction, and dysautonomia. 

Motor speech disorders are common among PD patients. Speech disturbances such as very quiet and hurried speech occur 

in more than half of the patients. Analysis of speech signals is considered as an important non-invasive method for PD 

identification.  

Non-invasive identification and prediction technology of PD is attractive to clinicians and neuroscientist. In addition, 

detection of voice changes in PD patients would make it possible for early detection and intervention before the onset of 

disabling physical symptoms. 

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a debilitating neurodegenerative disease which cannot be diagnosed through standardized 

blood tests, so a faster, cheaper diagnostic tool is essential. Using machine learning algorithms to analyse the variations in 

voice patterns is a novel method of predicting the existence of PD in patients. This paper proposes a predictive model that 

effectively diagnoses PD with maximum accuracy using a dataset that consists of extrapolated data from voice recordings 

of Parkinson’s patients and unaffected subjects. 

Parkinson’s Disease is a chronic, progressive disease which affects movement throughout the body. There are many 

symptoms of PD, including tremors, bradykinesia, muscle rigidity, impaired balance, micrographic, changes in facial 

expressions, orthostatic hypotension, and many more. PD is a devastatingly widespread movement disorder, with nearly 

one million Americans currently suffering from it scientists have been looking into creating machine learning models to 

predict the symptoms of PD without conducting invasive clinical tests. There has also been work regarding the diagnosis 

of PD by analysing existing symptoms using machine learning techniques. One symptom of PD that has not been 

extensively researched is the effects it has on vocal patterns.  

Researchers hypothesize that the disease can be diagnosed with a short voice recording, done even on a common 

smartphone. With smartphones and cheap recording devices being as ubiquitous as they currently are, there exists a need 

for machine learning models that are compact, lightweight, and accurate enough to detect voice patterns from a limited 

amount of data. 
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II. PROBLEM DEFINATION 

Prediction and Detection of Parkinson Disease using Machine Learning algorithms with the Dataset. So far existing 

systems are all about Parkinson Disease (PD) is detected at the secondary stage which leads to medical facilities and 

challenges. PD can generally be diagnosed with the following methods like MRI or CT scan but are not used to detect 

early signs of PD.Use Python and Jupyter Notebook for Data Visualization and Data Analytics. 

 

III. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

Hardware Requirements: 

 Laptop with Windows 10 and above  

 8GB RAM and above  

 Any Processor will be compatible (Intel or Ryzen) 

 250 MB HDD.  

 

Software Requirements: 

 PYTHON (IDLE VERSION 3.7 AND ABOVE)  

 JUPYTER NOTEBOOK 

 

Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language. Its design philosophy emphasizes code 

readability with its use of significant indentation. Its language constructs as well as its object-oriented approach aim to 

help programmers write clear, logical code for small and large-scale projects. 

Jupyter supports over 40 programming languages, including Python, R, Julia, and Scala.The best environment to capture 

this style of programming is Jupyter notebooks. You can work on bits of code, spell out your thoughts and when you are 

satisfied, put it all together. 

Matplotlib You can generate static, dynamic, and interactive visuals with the Python programme Matplotlib. Matplotlib 

makes both challenging and basic tasks possible. 

Seaborn A Python data visualisation toolkit called Seaborn uses the matplotlib library. It provides a sophisticated interface 

for designing eye-catching and illuminating statisticalgraphics. Seaborn helps you explore and understand your data. 

Scikit or Sklearn Without a doubt, Python's most useful machine learning library is Scikit-learn. The sklearn toolkit for 

machine learning and statistical modelling includes a number of helpful features, including classification, regression, 

clustering, & dimensionality reduction. With sklearn, machine learning models were developedStreamlite Streamlit is a 

free and open-source framework to rapidly build and share beautiful machine learning and data science web apps. It is a 

Python-based library specifically designed for machine learning engineers. Data scientists or machine learning engineers 

are not web developers and they're not interested in spending weeks learning to use these frameworks to build web apps. 
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IV. SYSTEM FLOW 

 
Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the Model 
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V. DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 

 
Figure 3.2: Dataflow Diagram of the Project 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS 

To explore the data, I utilised Pandas, NumPy, matplotlib, and seaborn libraries. We created a model using the Sklearn 

library as well. After imported everything, we chose a present resolution for a graph to display at while I was exploring the 

data. Then I used pandas to import our dataset. 

Based on the characteristics offered, we can conclude that pandas are the finest data processing tool. It can operate with 

different file kinds, maintain missing data, clean up data, and manage missing data. This suggests that it has the ability to 

read or write the data in a wide range of formats, include CSV, Excel, SQL, and many others. 

The biological voice measures in this collection come from 31 people, 23 of whom suffer from Parkinson's disease (PD). 

Each row in the table correlates to being one of the 195 voice recordings that these persons made, and each column in the 

table denotes a distinct voice measure ("name" column). The "status" column, which would be set to 0 for healthy 

individuals and 1 for those with Parkinson's disease, is used to distinguish between healthy individuals and those with the 

condition. 
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Figure: Dataset of Parkinson Disease  

 

VII. OUTPUT FORMS WITH DATA 

We discovered that the data consists of 195 rows and 24 columns by using “shape" Then I used the.info extension to 

validate the types of data of each column. We then looked at the null values. Null values are merely the absence of data. () 

is essentially utilized to determine whether or not our dataset contains the 11-missing data. There were no missing values 

in the dataset, we discovered. We then witness several statistical calculations of our dataset, such as mean, median, count, 

etc., using. Describe (). 

 

 
Figure: Importing Dataset into Jupyter Notebook 

 

The Support Vector Machine, or SVM, is a popular Supervised Learning method that may be used to solve both 

classification and regression issues. However, it is mostly utilised in Machine Learning for Classification difficulties. The 

goal of the SVM algorithm is to determine the best decision boundary or line for classifying n-dimensional space into 

groups so that future additions of data points can be quickly assigned to the appropriate group. The border of the ideal 

choice is called a hyperplane. 
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Figure 4.3: Data Visualization 

 

 Support vector machines (SVMs) were robust yet adaptable supervised machine learning techniques used for outlier 

detection, regression, and classification. SVMs are frequently employed in classification issues and are extremely effective 

in large dimensional spaces. Because they only use a portion of the training points inside the decision function, SVMs are 

well-liked and memory-efficient algorithms.  

To determine the maximum marginal hyperplane (MMH), SVMs divide datasets into a number of classes, which can be 

accomplished in the following two steps: Support Vector Machines would first produce hyperplanes that best divide the 

classes through iterative generation.The hyperplane that properly separates the classes will then be selected. 

Data Splitting is done to avoid a small concept called overfitting, a process where machine learning dataset is split into 

further sets to avoid wrong prediction. 

 

 
Figure:Splitting Dataset into Training and Testing 

 

Accuracy of our Test Data and Train data is shown below where we reached accuracy of 87.00% 

 

 
Figure: Accuracy of the Model 

 

VIII. TESTING 

By feeding the values manually our machine learning model using Support vector machine will tell us whether the person 

is suffering from Parkinson Disease or not and the accuracy of our model is also accurate and good. 
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Figure: Prediction of person suffering from Parkinson Disease 

 

 
Figure: Prediction of person not suffering from Parkinson Disease 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

We have successfully made a machine learning model which can detect Parkinson disease in a person by providing certain 

information. With digitalization taking over every industry, including healthcare, Machine Learning helping healthcare 

industry and normal people to diagnose the diseases (like Parkinson disease) easily and at cheaper cost. Not only this, 

there are numerous applications of machine learning in Pharmaceutical and Healthcare industry, detection of disease is just 

a one part/one application of it. 

Data Analytics and Data Visualization is another Step of Machine Learning where we can visualize the data and plot some 

graphs, we can use many other machine learning algorithms like Naïve Bayes, Linear Regression, Decision Tress, K-Mean 

Clustering but here we have used Support Vector Machine and got the training accuracy of 0.8846153846153846 %. 

Our analysis provides a comparison of the effectiveness of various machine learning classifiers in disease diagnosis with 

noisy and high dimensional data. After thorough feature selection, clinical level accuracy is possible. These results are 

promising because they may introduce novel means to assess patient health and neurological diseases using voice data. 

Due to the high accuracy performed by the models with these short audio clips there is reason to believe denser feature 

sets with spoken word, video, or other modalities would aid in disease prediction and clinical validation of diagnosis in the 

future. 
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